EXPRESS Snoot
Rapid tempo is easily maintained; Moving the cargo
takes less than half the usual time.
EXPRESS Snoot is right where it needs to be;
Operators work within their Power Zone.

Exclusively for use with
Caljan Performer.

Double Capacity
Save time & energy

Articulating Conveyor for Performer
Maximize flexibility and save time

Working ergonomically within the Power Zone

Optimize the process with nudge operation

Developed exclusively for Caljan Performer
Telescopic Conveyors, this remarkable unit
makes light of loading and unloading vehicles
of any size. Moving up and down — and from
left to right — EXPRESS Snoot is just where it
needs to be; right next to the operator. Parcels
are eased onto the conveyor belt with short,
ergonomic movements. Parcels can easily be
placed at height, utilizing the whole of the
vehicle and saving on transport costs.

In addition to moving up and down, EXPRESS
Snoot can pivot at angles of ±25°, which
means the operator doesn’t waste time moving around inside the vehicle. Minimal lifting is
required as EXPRESS Snoot is right alongside.
The operator works consistently within his or
her Power Zone, i.e. between the knee and
shoulder. Parcels are eased onto or off the belt
with minimal effort and almost no lifting.

The operator is able to use both hands to move
parcels continuously to and from the conveyor,
as unique nudge buttons are used to operate
the conveyor. Working intuitively the operator
just pulls the EXPRESS Snoot over to where it
should be and nudges the unit into place with a
hip, shoulder, knee or elbow.

When the fleet includes vans and similar small
vehicles, EXPRESS Snoot can be lowered below floor level. This flexibility means vehicles
of ANY size can be served through standard
loading bay doors.
Tests have shown that EXPRESS Snoot makes
the loading or unloading process more
efficient and less strenuous.

Handling loose-loaded cargo with ease
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